Oregon SB 797: Keeping Guns Out of the Hands of Dangerous People

**Bottom Line:** Criminal background checks stop thousands of convicted felons, domestic abusers, and other dangerous people from buying guns each year. In 2015, in a huge victory for public safety, Oregon enacted a law to require background checks on all gun sales. But there is more Oregon can do to keep guns out of dangerous hands and enforce the laws on the books. SB 797 will strengthen Oregon’s gun violence prevention laws by: (1) prohibiting gun possession by abusive dating partners and stalkers, (2) closing the Charleston loophole and giving law enforcement enough time to complete criminal background checks before gun sales can proceed, and (3) ensuring that law enforcement officials are notified when criminals try and fail to purchase guns illegally.

**Prohibiting Gun Possession by Abusive Dating Partners and Stalkers**

SB 797 would close loopholes in Oregon law that allow domestic abusers and stalkers to buy and possess firearms. By allowing abusive dating partners and convicted stalkers to legally purchase guns, current law fails to protect the victims of abuse.

- **Existing loopholes in Oregon law leave guns in the hands of dangerous domestic abusers and stalkers, often with deadly results.**
  - American women are 16 times more likely to be killed with a gun than women in other high-income countries.¹
  - The presence of a gun in a domestic violence situation makes it 5 times more likely that a woman will be shot and killed.²

- **SB 797 would protect victims of domestic violence by prohibiting gun purchase and possession by abusive dating partners.**
  - Current federal and Oregon law prohibit gun possession by people convicted of or under a restraining order for abusing their spouses, but generally does not include abuse between dating partners.³
  - This gap in the law has become increasingly deadly: The share of homicides committed by dating partners has been increasing for three decades, and now just as many women are killed by dating partners as by spouses.⁴
  - SB 797 would protect women from abusive dating partners, by ensuring that their abusers are prohibited from possessing guns under Oregon law.

- **SB 797 would protect stalking victims by prohibiting gun purchase and possession by any person convicted of stalking.**
  - Current Oregon law does not prohibit convicted stalkers from having guns, even though attempted murders of women are frequently preceded by incidents of stalking.
  - In fact, a study of incidents in 10 major U.S. cities found that nearly 9 in 10 attempted murders of women involved at least one incident of stalking in the year before the attempted murder.⁵
  - SB 797 would prohibit criminals convicted of stalking from having guns.
Closing the Charleston Loophole

There is currently a gap in federal law that allows people who are legally prohibited from having guns, like the Charleston church shooter, to buy them from licensed gun dealers without passing a criminal background check if three business days have passed since the check began. Nearly 59,000 prohibited people have obtained guns through this loophole since the background check system was implemented in 1998. SB 797 would close this gap by giving the Oregon State Police more time to complete background checks on gun buyers who have complicated criminal histories. Oregon would join 18 other states that give authorities longer than 3 days to complete background checks.

- Federal law allows firearm sales to proceed once three business days have elapsed, even if the buyer's criminal background check is not yet complete. Federal law requires that licensed gun dealers run background checks on all gun buyers. In Oregon, background checks are run through the Oregon State Police Firearms Instant Criminal Background Check System (FICS), a series of state and federal electronic databases.
  - When a dealer runs a check on a potential buyer, he contacts the State Police. OSP enters the person's name into the FICS system and reviews the person's criminal records to determine if the person is prohibited from possessing or purchasing guns.
  - Most of the time, there is an immediate response and the sale either proceeds or is denied. But in a small minority of cases (about 5 percent), OSP cannot determine from the available records whether the purchaser is prohibited. In these cases, OSP must investigate further to make a determination, including by contacting courts and local law enforcement.
  - Under current law, firearm dealers may sell guns to buyers with complicated criminal histories after three business days, even when OSP has not yet determined whether the buyer's criminal history prohibits him or her from possessing a gun.

- According to the FBI, the Charleston shooter was able to purchase the gun he used in the massacre because current law allowed the sale to proceed before the shooter's criminal background check was complete.
  - The Charleston shooter tried to buy a gun on April 11, 2015, and the sale went forward by default after three business days—even though the background check was incomplete.
  - According to the FBI, had the background check on the Charleston shooter been completed, the sale would have been stopped because the completed check would have shown that the Charleston shooter was prohibited from purchasing or possessing a firearm due to his recent admission of illegal drug use.

- FBI data shows that this gap in the background check law has resulted in default gun sales to nearly 59,000 criminals and other prohibited people.
  - Since the inception of the background check system in 1998, gun dealers nationally have gone forward with nearly 59,000 gun sales to prohibited people because a background check could not be completed within three business days.
  - FBI and the Department of Justice have recommended that the three-day time period be extended to minimize the number of gun sales that proceed by default.

- At least 18 states and Washington, DC give authorities longer than three days to complete a background check before allowing dealers to complete a sale. For example:
In **Utah**, gun dealers may not transfer a gun to a buyer until the background check is complete.\(^\text{12}\)

In **Colorado**, authorities deny sales to people based on an arrest for a potentially prohibiting crime if the final disposition is not available. If the prospective buyer appeals the denial, authorities have **30 days** to determine if the person is eligible to possess a gun.\(^\text{13}\)

Under **California** law, dealers must wait **30 days** before selling a gun if the background check operators have not resolved certain delayed investigations.\(^\text{14}\)

- **Senate Bill 797** will allow law enforcement to complete background checks on potential gun buyers in Oregon who have complicated criminal histories.
  - Under the bill, dealers would not be able to deliver a firearm to a potential gun buyer until the criminal background check is complete.
  - This will give OSP investigators time to thoroughly conduct the background check in the small number of complicated cases where the task of obtaining and analyzing records to determine if the buyer is prohibited from having guns takes more than three business days.

**Enforcing the Law Against Criminals Who Try to Buy Guns Illegally**

It is illegal under Oregon law for a person who is prohibited from buying firearms to attempt to purchase a gun. Criminals who try to buy guns despite being prohibited are very dangerous; in fact 30 percent of them are arrested within five years of failing the gun background check. SB 797 would require Oregon State Police to alert local law enforcement each time a prohibited person tries and fails to purchase a gun, enabling police to stop dangerous people before they obtain guns illegally.

- **Prohibited people who attempt to buy guns are extremely dangerous.**
  - A study commissioned by the Department of Justice found that thirty percent of criminals who failed background checks over the course of a year were re-arrested within five years.\(^\text{15}\)
  - In 2011, a severely mentally ill man tried to buy a gun in Oregon but failed the background check. After going unpunished for lying on the gun background check form, he bought a gun in New Mexico (where background checks are not required on all gun sales) and used that gun to shoot eight people, killing one, in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.

- **Federal officials rarely investigate and prosecute people for trying to buy guns by lying about their prohibited status.**
  - It is a federal offense for a prospective gun purchaser to lie about his prohibited status on the background check form he fills out at a dealer.\(^\text{16}\)
  - But in 2009 only 6.6 percent of the 71,000 denials that year were referred to ATF field offices for investigation, and only 140 of those cases were recommended for prosecution.\(^\text{17}\)

- **Oregon can fill this gap by alerting local law enforcement when prohibited people try to buy a gun and fail the background check.**
  - It is a crime in Oregon for a prospective gun purchaser to lie about his prohibited status and try to buy a gun.\(^\text{18}\) And Oregon is a “Point of Contact” (POC) state—meaning the Oregon State Police conduct background checks, instead of the FBI—so in-state authorities know every time a prospective gun buyer fails a background check.
Other POC states like Pennsylvania and Virginia have comprehensive programs in place to pursue people who break these laws, and the results are impressive.

- In Virginia since 1989, state police investigations have led to nearly 15,000 arrests of prohibited purchasers who tried to buy guns illegally and were denied.\(^{19}\)
- In 2015 alone, local police in Pennsylvania arrested 2,312 people statewide who failed background checks.\(^{20}\)

**SB 797 will ensure that information is shared among all relevant law enforcement agencies so dangerous people who break the law can be held accountable.**

- SB 797 will help enforce Oregon's background check system by:
  - Requiring OSP to notify all relevant law enforcement agencies and prosecutors each time a dangerous person tries to purchase a gun illegally and fails a background check;
  - Requiring law enforcement and prosecutors to report back to OSP on what action, if any, was taken in each case, or if no action was taken, the reason for the inaction; and
  - Directing OSP to aggregate the information and publish an annual report on the number of “lie-and-try” offenses investigated, and the result of each investigation and prosecution.
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